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COLUMNS: Marsha, as the new Presidcnt ot'

the Pittsburgh Chapter NA, tell us about your
gmls for tle coming year.

BERGER: I hope that my year as Chap-
ter President will be the start of passionate

community involvement. Architects have

so much knowledge and so much to share.

We know about psychology, how people

live and work. We deal in sociology, explor-
ing the patterns of people interacting in
their environment. We understand nature,

how to orient buildings for the sury the rain,
for the winds. Then we have to grasp the

pure mechanics of systems and bring pas-
sionate, artistic expression to it all. Bcrcause

we have so broad an educatiory we should
be thinking of ways to give our knowledge
back to the community, to speak up and say

"What about this? Pay attention to that!"
A second goal is to create a public sup-

poftd foundation that promotes Architc^c-

ture with a capital "A." Many people out-
side the profession are passionately inter-
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ested in architecture and would love to
become involved. Jane and fohn Doe could
take a walking tour, attend a lecture, bor-
row books or a videotape. There are so

many things to be done.

C: ksides community inookxment, what elx
dtent you to a carer in architeclure?

B: Actually, arrchitecture is my second

career. My first was in computer science

with an undergraduate degree in mathe-
matics. It was a good background because

arthitecture and math are so similar. There's

the recognition of patterns, the order and
the systems. Mathematicians are always
looking for that one rule that governs the
universe-that one simple notion you can

boil things down to-pure truth. Atchitec-
ture has the same requirement, we must
impose simplicity, order. Architecture is the
opposite of chaos.

In some ways architecture is like music,

another of my great loves ... it draws on the

same innate intercst people have. There
may be basic human laws that govern the
making of music, or working out mathe-
matical calculations, reducing problems to a

set of systerns and imposing order on them
so that they can be dealt with. Some people
can do that through music, others through a

computer program. Arrhitects do itthrough
the built environment.

C: Speaking of music, you're unll htoum t'or
your inaolwment in the arts. How iloes archi-

tecture relate to that intzrest?

B: I love architecture more than any of the

other arts, and I'm committed to them all. I
can't imagine my life without painting and

sculpture, without music, movement and

dance. I have a strong ability to imagine
visually, to create visual images in my head.

In architecture we engage all the senses:

sight, sounds, smells, textur€s, how one
feels in the space. I find the parallels be-

tween architecturc and the arts interesting

- the 3dimensional positioning in space,

the variation and repetition of patterns, the

spatial representations.

C: What types of projects gioe you the most ful-
fillment?

B: I love doing small challenging projects.
Often they have some political commitment
to them. I am the eternal do-gooder. I love
the idea of saving the world through saving
one part of it. If architecturc isn't passion-

ate, I won't do it. If you're in the arts you
must feel that passion about your work.

C: Wlat's thz most difficult part?

B: I wish I had more time. There's too much
to do, to see, to experience. I'm not very tol-
erant when it comes to waiting for solu-
tions. In the design process I know there are
times I have to wait for things to furment, to
settle. That's when sleep helps. It allows the
mind to subcrcnsciously resolve a lot of
those problems.

C: What issucs in architecture are carrently
important to you?

B: There's one issue that always crcmes up:
Interiors. Do interiors belong to architects
or not? Take the Pantheory one of the most
wonderful architectural spac€s that man
has created. Other than a very small part of
the facade, it is a totally interior space. This

"l hope that my year as
Chapter President will be the
start of passionate commu-
nity involvement."
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"ln architecture we engage all
the senses: sight, sounds,
smells, textures, how one
feels in the space."
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whole notion that architects create an objrxt
that sits on the landscape is entirely one-

sided. Architecture is the inside and the

outside. There is a folding of spacg an inter-

action of inside and outside. For anyone to
say that architecture stops at the front door

and then you call the decorator or interior
designer is entirely wrong. Shelter is not
just a roof over your head, it is also enclo-

sure. We spend very little time approaching

a building, but we spend a lot of time in-
side. The inside is absolutely critical. The

exterior is important in terms of its context,

how do we cr€ate a building within a larger

spacg a block, a neighborhood, a city-how
do the pieces go together? But a building
that simply sits out on a plain and rises up
as a piece of sculpture, well, it's a piece of
sculpure, it's not a piece of architecture.

C: Are there other key issues you'd likc to ad-

ilrxs?

B: Yes. The importance of collaboration be-

tween architect, client and contractor. We

don't do this work alone. I don't believe

that any good proje'ct is done without a

good client and fabulous workers. It's what

we've known all along. In the old days, the

architect was out there in the field, working
with the craftsmen. We didn't do the draw-
ings in the office and then turn them over to

somebody else. It was a true collaborative

effort. The same thing applies to the client.

The client has to give more than just money.

And when the client Pays attention and is

asked to give a lot to the architecture, you

really get good solutions.

C: Your t'eelings about architeclure are inten*.

What el* puts t'ire in your eye?

B: Social programs. I'm involved with the

Presley Ridge School. What they can do is

beyond anything I can even envision, tak-

ing kids who are really in trouble and de-in-

stitutionalizing them. I feel I must combat

bias in any form, whether it's racism, sex-

ism, ageism. We have to fight this tendency

to be against 'anybody who isn't me.' I'm as

passionately committed to these ideals as I

am to architecture. A
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The Chapter's recently-formed

Women in Architecture Committee is

kicking off the new year by sponsoring

a traveling arrhitechral exhibit in PPG's

Wintergarden. Entitled'That Excep-

tional One: Women in American Archi-
tecture," the exhibit chronicles 100 years

of women's achievements in architec-

tural design, practice, and theory. It
runs January 14 through 21.

The show is divided into thrce parts:

"Becoming an Architect" ovenriews the

training opportunities available to

women;'?racticing Architecture" pres-

ents a series of detailed case histories of
fumale architects and their firms; and

"Gaining Recognition" presents an il-
lustrated historical timeline. Also

shown are achievements by contemPc'

rary female architects.

Chapter members are encouraged to

stop by the Wintergarden on their way
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to the Jan. 16 Dnner Meeting at Caf6

Euro.

IWIA wishes to thank the following
for their genercus contributions to the

Hill Kosar Rittelmann Associatesi and

Quick l.edewitz Architects; Contributors:

Margaret Baker; Bohlin Powell Larkin
Cywinski; EPI Wall Systems; Franklin
Interiors; Ana M. Guzman, AIA;

Johnson/ft hmidt and Assoc.; Landaur;

L.P. Perfido Assoc.; Reed & Stuhldreher;

Sauer; Wm. I. Swain; Tedco Construc-

tion Corp.; Traco; Susan Tusick; and

Ceorge Wehrl.l
Those wishing to support the WIA

may send contributions to:

AIA/WIA Committee

c/o Pgh. Chapte4, AIA
Bank Tower, 307 Fourth Ave.

Pgh., PA 75222 L
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